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Abstract

Introduction and Objective. The ketogenic diet (KD) is a high-fat, adequate-protein, low-carbohydrate diet that is getting
more and more widespread in medicine. This dietary intervention causes changes in cerebral metabolism, which are
considered potentially beneficial in patients with neurological disorders, but its impact should be controlled and assessed
individually. The aim of this review is to provide an update of existing evidence concerning the utility of magnetic resonance
spectroscopy (MRS) in monitoring shifts in the cerebral metabolism during ketogenic diet in patients with neurological
disorders.
Review Methods. The latest available literature was reviewed by May 13, 2021 using the PubMed, Web of Science and Google
Scholar databases. There were 13 papers selected for analysis after reading the title, abstracts and whole text, meeting the
assumed criteria.
Abbreviated description of the state of knowledge. MRS is a non-invasive imaging method providing information
about the metabolism of brain tissues and playing an increasingly important role in monitoring the concentrations of
cerebral metabolites in the course of such neurological disorders as primary brain tumour, epilepsy during KD. Recent
trials prove that inverse correlation between serum β-hydroxybutyrate levels and N-acetylaspartate in brain tissue confirm
antiepileptogenic properties of KD. Furthermore, ketone concentrations including β-hydroxybutyrate and acetone in both
lesional and contralateral brain are referred to as correlating with average ketonuria in patients with primary brain tumours.
Summary. MRS is a feasible tool for detecting cerebral metabolic shifts linked to a ketogenic diet. However, further studies
confirming MR spectroscopy utility in monitoring ketogenic diet treatment in patients with neurological disorders are needed.
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INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVE

Ketogenic diets (KDs) have been very popular for years,
mainly in societies facing significant problems of overweight
and obesity [1, 2, 3]. A diet high in fat and low in carbohydrates
limits the consumption of carbohydrates to 20–50 g / day,
which leads to a decrease in insulin secretion and enables
switching to fat burning imitating the state of fasting [1].
Consequently, it contributes to the conversion of fatty acids
into ketone bodies.
Furthermore, it is also getting more and more successfully
used in medicine, especially in patients with neurologic
disorders. KD is considered to be an effective and safe therapy
in children and adolescents with refractory epilepsy [4, 5, 6].
Besides, attempts to use KD in adult patients with epilepsy seem
to be promising [7]. It may also exert neuroprotective impact in
cases of brain damage and Alzheimer’s or Parkinson’s diseases
[8]. Another area of use of this diet is in adjunctive cancer
therapy. KD seems to be feasible in inducing ketosis in heavily
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pretreated patients with recurrent glioma [9]. There are also
reports of its impact on physical function, perceived energy,
and food cravings in women with ovarian and endometrial
cancer [10] as well as on exploiting glycolytic nature of cancer
cells improving body composition and lowering serum insulin
[11]. Moreover, it may play a significant role in adjuvant
treatment of breast cancer, influencing body composition,
blood parameters and survival of patients with beneficial
effects [12]. The preclinical experiments demonstrated that KD
increased radiation sensitivity in case of pancreatic cancer [13].
Nevertheless, due to the fact that KDs are deficient in a
number of valuable nutrients, their common and chronic
use is sometimes referred to as a disturbing and poorly
understood phenomenon [8]. However, KD in many
neurological disorders is a recognized and effective method
of treatment. It is underlined that its mechanisms of action
in the brain seem to be omni-directional, so it prompts to
evaluate the functioning of the brain under pathological
conditions in relation to the normal brain during KD therapy
[8]. That’s why this highlights the importance of magnetic
resonance spectroscopy (MRS) in monitoring the ketogenic
diet’s impact on certain metabolites’ level in the brain and
assessing the response to such adjuvant diet treatment in
patients with neurological disorders.
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Table 1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria of articles
Inclusion Criteria

Exclusion Criteria
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The aim of this review is to provide an update of existing
evidence concerning the utility of MRS in evaluating KD
impact on shifts in the cerebral metabolism in patients with
neurological disorders.
REVIEW METHODS

This review was guided by the PRISMA statement and
has the highest level of evidence compared to other study
methods. The search was undertaken on 13 May 2021. To
find articles, the following keywords were used: “MRS”
OR “magnetic resonance spectroscopy” AND “ketogenic
diet” OR “high-fat diet” AND “cerebral metabolism” OR
“neurological disorders”. Sources derived from PubMed,
Web of Science and Google Scholar databases, meeting the
inclusion criteria summarized in the table (Tab. 1) and delving
into KD and role of MRS in detecting cerebral metabolism
shifts associated with this type of diet. According to the
PICOS (P – population – Participants, I –Intervention, C –
Comparison, O – Outcomes, S – Study designs), we formed
clinical question (Tab. 2).
Manual searching of retrieved studies was performed not to
miss matching studies. A three-step analysis of found articles
based on title, abstract, and entire text was undertaken. Two
independent reviewers conducted the analysis (PM & MM)
that the third author consulted in case of disagreement (HPS).
The summary of articles analyzed is presented on the flow
diagram below (Fig. 1).
A total of 56 records were screened after the implementation
of inclusion criteria. Of these, 16 full-text articles were
excluded due to poor quality of data concerning no data on
the significance of the outcome, manual data entry errors,

• experimental study, cohort study,
clinical trial, multicentre study.
• available as full text.
• spanning the last 10 years of
research.
• studies on animals and humans.

• review, case report.
• studies other than on animals and
humans.

Table 2. Population Intervention Comparison Outcome Study Design
(PICOS) strategy
Parameter

Description

Participants

animals or humans with neurological disorders – primary brain
tumours, epilepsy, and other neurological disorders.

Intervention

ketogenic diet intake.

Comparison

healthy controls with no ketogenic supplementation, on normal
diet OR no intervention.

Outcomes

changes of cerebral metabolites’ concentrations reported as
‘decrease’ or ‘increase’ in comparison to baseline concentrations
monitored by magnetic resonance spectroscopy; no other
restrictions were placed on outcome measures.

Study design

clinical trials or cohort studies or experimental animal studies.

or data duplications which affected only preclinical studies.
After assessment for eligibility, 13 studies were included in
the qualitative synthesis.
DESCRIPTION OF THE STATE OF KNOWLEDGE

Impact of ketogenic diet on normal brain function. To assess
the usefulness of MRS in monitoring the KD as adjuvant therapy

Figure 1. Flow diagram of study identification, inclusion and exclusion criteria
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Table 3. Summary of effects of KD on cerebral metabolic shifts [17 – 26].
Authors

Type of study

Study group / research material

Results
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Primary brain tumors c

clinical study, phase
2 study

10 patients with high-grade gliomas

• ↑ acetone and bHB in the lesion
• ↓ NAA in the contralateral hemisphere brain

Artzi et al. [18]

prospective study

9 patients – 4 with recurrent
glioblastoma treated with KD +
bevacizumab, 1 with gliomatosiscerebri treated with KD only, four
patients with recurrent GB who did
not receive KD

• 1H-MRS demonstrated ketone-bodies (acetone and acetoacetate) in four
MR spectra − 3 in unchanged area of the brain and 1 in the lesion of 2
patients receiving KD and high urine ketones
• ↑ Glu+Gln
• ↓ NAA and myo-inositol in 1 patient with gliomatosis-cerebri

Schreck
et al. [19]

clinical study, phase
2 study

25 patients with WHO Grade 2-4
astrocytoma

• ↑ bHB and acetone concentrations in both lesional and contralateral
brain that correlated with average ketonuria

Ciusiani
et al. [20]

animal study

syngenic, orthotopic GL261 mouse
glioma model

• ↓ concentration of GABA, NAA and NAG as Gln and Cr + PCr with ↑ bHB in
tumor tissue compared to normal brain in mice fed with KD

Berrington et al. [17]

Epilepsy

Napolitano et al. [21]

retrospective study

16 epileptic children on KD adjuvant
therapy

Wright
et al. [22]

retrospective study

18 epileptic children on KD

Mi-Sun
et al. [23]

animal study

animal model: rats receiving bHB – a
major metabolite of the KD

• ↑ GSH with potential neuroprotective effect in the brain in epileptic
patients treated with KD
• no correlation was observed between GSH and both number of seizures
and blood serum 3HB concentrations
• ↑ brain bHB levels with strong correlation to bHB blood levels
• inverse correlation between serum bHB (↑) levels and NAA (↓) in brain
tissue of epileptic patients
• ↑ GABA, glutamate, glutamine, total choline, NAA, total creatine, and
macromolecule levels in rats compared to control group

Other neurological disorders

Mu et al. [24]

open-label, observerblinded clinical trial

17 children with ASD treated with
KD

• ↑ the levels of circulating ketones such as 3HB, acetone, acetoacetate and
acetylcarnitine
• ↑ nickel and selenium
• ↓ glutamine, tyrosine and alanine levels

Lee et al. [25]

retrospective study

12 patients with mitochondrial
encephalopathy treated with KD

• ↓ Cho/Cr ratio
• ↑ NAA/Cr ratio in 3 patients

Zhang
et al. [26]

animal study

animal model: rats undergoing
repetitive mild traumatic brain injury
and KD

• ↑ bHB and the ratio of NAA/Cr
• improving motor functions

in patients with neurological disorders, it seems justified to
define how the KD affects the normal brain [8]. MRS techniques
enable non-invasive measurements of neurochemicals in a
single voxel or multiple voxels in vivo [14]. Nevertheless, it is
worth underlining when assessing neurochemical, metabolic
changes of the brain in normal development using MRS, the
heterogeneity of the brain needs to be considered because
various brain regions present heterogeneous distributions of
neurochemical concentrations [15].
Gzieło et al. noticed in her study using MRS performed on
a 9.4 T animal scanner that in young adult rats treated with
4-month-lasting KD, significant increases in concentrations
of glutamate (Glu), glutamine (Gln), glutamate + glutamine
(Glu+Gln) and glutathione (GSH) were observed in
the cerebral cortex, while the remaining were stable
concentrations of γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA), glucose,
glycerophosphocholine, myo-Inositol, N-acetylaspartate
(NAA), N-acetylaspartylglutamate (NAAG), phosphocholine,
phosphocreatine, taurine [8]. In hippocampal formation,
significant increases of Gln, Glu, Glu + Gln, GSH (identical
as in cerebral cortex), as well as NAA and NAAG, were
revealed. An elevated level of tNAA (NAA + NAAG), being
a marker of neuronal integrity and measured by 1H MRS,
was also observed in a study by Setkowicz et al. conducted
on 25 male Wistar rats on a high fat diet, which correlated
well with better memory function [16].

CEREBRAL METABOLISM SHIFTS IN MRS IN PATIENTS
WITH NEUROLOGICAL DISORDERS ON A KETOGENIC
DIET

Primary brain tumours. The KD is being extensively studied
for its effects on the treatment of neurological disorders such
as primary brain tumours, but its physiological effects are
not fully understood. This is the reason why some studies
attempt to elucidate the link between KD and particular
changes in cerebral metabolism.
In a clinical trial by Berrington et al., patients with highgrade gliomas were placed on a modified Atkins diet for 8
weeks, and the possibilities of 3T MRS for controlling the
level of brain ketones in the lesion, as well as the contralateral
hemisphere, were studied. Pre-post KD data analysis was
conducted within a group of 10 patients using the LCM
system. The result revealed acetone (0.06 ± 0.03 ≥ 0.27 ± 0.06
IU; P =.005) and β-hydroxybutyrate (bHB) (0.07 ± 0.07 ≥ 0.79
± 0.32 IU; P =.046) increased level in the lesion by week 8
[17]. At the same time, a significant increase of acetone was
noticed in the contralateral brain. Moreover, Berrington’s
study showed a slight, but also significant, decrease in NAA
in the contralateral hemisphere after 8 weeks [17].
In another study by Artzi et al., proton MRS (1H-MRS) was
performed to assess changes in cerebral metabolism during
KD in patients with primary brain tumours. Point-resolved
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was conducted by MRS in order to clarify whether the GSH
increases are significant in comparison to the control group.
For this purpose, MRS evaluated 16 patients on KD and 7 agematched healthy controls. MRS were acquired on a 3T scanner
with a 32-channel head-coil. Voxels were set in the gangliocapsular region of the right hemisphere. All examinations
were conducted under anesthesia. Additionally, water
suppression was also applied to avoid baseline distortion.
The results revealed that in patients on KD, higher levels of
brain GSH were noticed compared to the control group (KD:
2.5 ± 0.5 mM, HC: 2.0 ± 0.5 mM). Furthermore, there was no
link between GSH and the number of epileptic seizures [21].
A study by Wright et al., presented MRS as an effective
tool for the non-invasive monitoring of ketosis in paediatric
patients with epilepsy is. The aim of the study was to
assess the utility of proton MR spectroscopy for detection
of bHB in children with epilepsy on KD, and comparing
brain parenchymal metabolite ratios with bHB serum
concentrations. MR spectroscopy data amounting to 23
spectra from 18 patients were acquired on a 3T Trio magnet
with a multivoxel point-resolved spectroscopy sequence
acquisition set on the basal ganglia. Each patient was under
anesthesia during the examination [22]. Results were presented
as a ratio of tissue bHB concentration to typically measured
cerebral metabolite concentrations, such as NAA, cholinecontaining compounds (Cho), creatine/phosphocreatine
(Cr). It was noticed that magnetic resonance spectroscopy
revealed measurable bHB with strong correlation to bHB
blood levels. In addition, it was demonstrated that an inverse
correlation between serum bHB levels and NAA in brain
tissue confirmed the anti-epileptogenic properties of KD [22].
In an experimental study, Mi-Sun et al. investigated
whether one of the metabolites of KD – bHB- is effective in
infantile spasms (epileptic encephalopathy) in a proposed
animal model. Betamethasone was administered to pregnant
rats on gestational day 15. Subsequently, the rat’s offspring
received a single or prolonged, 3-per-day dose of i.p. bHB.,
on postnatal day 15 and on postnatal days 12, 13 and 15,
respectively. A single dose was administered to rats 30 min
prior NMDA-triggered spasms. Additionally, repeated bouts
of spasms on postnatal days 12, 13 and 15, with randomized
prolonged bHB treatment started as the first spasms occurred
[23]. bHB treatment was monitored using 1H MR imaging
on a 9.4T MR system which revealed at 24h after the cluster
of spasms, significant (p<0.05) attenuation of elevated after
spasms GABA, NAA, glutamine, glutamate, total creatine,
macromolecule-plus lipids levels due to randomized bHB
treatment [23]. These cerebral shifts confirmed the satisfactory
response to bHB that suppresses the development of spasms.
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spectroscopy (PRESS) sequence allowed the performance
of single voxel spectroscopy used in 1H-MRS. Among the
group of 9 patients, 4 with recurrent glioblastoma (GB) were
treated with KD in combination with bevacizumab, 1 patient
with gliomatosis-cerebri was only on KD diet, while the
remaining 4 patients with recurrent GB did not receive KD.
MR scans consisted of conventional imaging and 1H-MRS
acquired from normal appearing-white-matter (NAWM)
and particular lesion. In 1 patient with gliomatosis-cerebri
who followed the diet for 3 years, an increase in Glu+Gln and
decrease in NAA and myo-inositol were noticed as a result
of KD [18]. Furthermore, a satisfactory response to the diet
was observed in 2 patients in whom ketone bodies, acetone
and acetoacetate were detected in 4 MR spectra-three within
the NAWM, and 1 concerning the lesion area – respectively,
4 and 25 months after diet initiation [18].
Biological activity of KD was evaluated in a study by
Schreck et al. [19] in which 25 patients with WHO Grade
2–4 astrocytoma with stable disease following adjuvant
chemotherapy, participated in a GLioma Atkins-based Diet
(GLAD) for 8 weeks. This diet is based on 2 days of fasting
(calories <20% calculated estimated needs) and 5 days of
modified Atkins diet each week. Cerebral metabolic activity
was assessed using MRS at baseline and week 8. The result
obtained was increased ketone concentrations, including
bHB and acetone in both lesional and contralateral brain that
correlated with average ketonuria (bHB Rs 0.52; p=0.05) [19].
The next study confirming that MRS provides an
opportunity to control putative metabolic shifts in tumour
and healthy brain tissue in high grade gliomas in vivo was
conducted by Ciusiani et al. A syngenic mouse model was
used in order to monitor the effects of KD on the metabolic
responses of tumour with the use of 7T MRS. Glioma cells
were injected into the caudate nucleus of mice, fed with a
KD or standard nourishment [20]. Follow-up at day 18 after
initiating the diet indicated significantly higher plasmatic
levels of ketone bodies in mice on KD, compared to mice fed
with standard diet. Besides, longer survival was also noticed
in the group of mice on KD. MRS revealed differences in
metabolic demand between tumour tissue and contralateral
normal brain manifesting as a decreased concentration of
GABA, NAA and NAG at days 9 and 23 in tumour tissue,
compared to normal brain. Furthermore, what was found
in MRS was a simultaneous decrease of Gln and Cr + PCr,
whereas a huge increase in bHB was observed in tumour
tissue in comparison to normal brain tissue at day 23 [20]. In
contrast, there were no significant metabolic shifts in mice fed
with standard diet, including no bHB peak in brain tumour
nor in contralateral normal brain. [20]. As was highlighted in
a study by Ciusani, the accumulation of bHB in the tumour
tissue in mice on KD may be concerned with its increased
uptake/release by tumour cells, or their difficulties to use it
for mitochondrial metabolism.

Epilepsy. MRS may be a precious tool in monitoring response
to ketogenic diets used in the first-line treatment of drugresistant epilepsy [21, 22]. As has been noticed, epileptic
seizures lead to a depletion of mitochondrial GSH, which
confirms the correlation between epilepsy and oxidative
stress and makes it necessary to monitor GHS level during
a KD [21].
In a study by Napolitano et al., estimation of the brain
GSH levels in patients with epilepsy on KD adjuvant therapy

Other neurological disorders. Chunlong et al. attempted
to determine whether shifts in metabolic profiles related to
behavioural outcomes in Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD)
in response to KD treatment. The cohort consisted of 10
typically developed controls (TC) and 17 children with ASD
being monitored at baseline for 3 months duringa KD regimen
[24]. A multiplatform approach was implemented including
gas chromatography–mass spectrometry, 1H nuclear MRS,
and inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry. In
comparison to baseline measurement, KD increasedthe
concentration of ketones, such as 3-hydroxybutyrate (3HB)
and acetone, as well as acetyl carnitine, while reducing
glutamine and alanine levels (p<0.05) [24].
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SUMMARY
MR spectroscopy is a feasible tool for detecting cerebral
metabolic shifts linked to a ketogenic diet. Its utility enables
assessment of the effectiveness of the diet therapy used in
some neurological disorders by quantification of metabolites
in particular cerebral regions. The sensitivity and specificity
of MRS may be greater by optimizing the examination
techniques, and moreover, by better understanding of the
effects of KD on brain metabolism. Nevertheless, further
research is needed to determine precisely the applicability
of magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) in evaluating the
effect of KD, not only experimentally but also in a greater
number of human studies, which would guarantee optimal
management of patients on an adjuvant high-fat diet due to
the presence of certain neurological disorders.
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In the next study by Lee et al., the usefulness of MRS
in treatment monitoring of mitochondrial encephalopathy
(ME) was evaluated. Data acquired using proton MRS was
retrospectively assessed in 12 patients with ME (M: F = 7:
5; mean age = 4.8 years). All subjects received MRS twice –
initially and after treatment combined with mitochondrial
disease treatment cocktail. Localized 1H-MRS was performed
on a 3.0T MRI system with use of the 8-channel SENSE head
coil [25]. The following parameters were taken into account:
choline/creatine ratio, N-acetylaspartate/ creatine ratio, and
lactate peak in basal ganglia at 1.2 ppm. As a result, in 4
patients, lactate peak was detected. However, disappearance
of this peak occurred in 2 patients on follow-up. Furthermore,
a significant decrease in choline/creatine ratio was observed
on MRS follow-up (p = 0.0058, paired t-test, 2-tailed). These
changes correlated well with the improvement of clinical
symptoms, underlining the utility of MRS for monitoring
disease progression or improvement in ME [25].
Changes of neurochemical metabolites after KD therapy
were also assessed in an experimental study by Zhang et al.
on rats undergoing repetitive mild traumatic brain injury.
In this animal model, subjects were divided into 3 groups:
sham, control, and KD. The last 2 were given 3 rmTBI by
a fluid percussion traumatic brain injury device, 24 hours
apart [26]. The shifts of neurochemical metabolites were
monitored using an MRS that evaluated N-acetylaspartate
(NAA)/creatine (Cr), choline compound (Cho)/Cr and
N-acetylaspartate /choline ratios. As a result, MRS showed
that rmTBI had no effect on the ratios of Cho/Cr and NAA/
Cho. Nevertheless, it reduced the ratio of NAA/Cr which
consequently increased after KD, suggesting a potential role
of KD in preventing neurodegeneration [26].

Sensitivity and specificity of MRS in monitoring ketogenic
diet. MRS is a more sensitive method than MR imaging
in the detection in vivo of shifts of cerebral metabolites.
However, the sensitivity and specificity of MRS used in
monitoring KD therapy of neurological diseases has not
been described exactly. A study by Berrington et al., reported
alterations of acetone, acetoacetate and bHB using MRS, but
the sensitivity of this method was assessed as being too low
due to discrepancies in the detectability of these substances
[17]. Acetone was considered as an easily detected compound
in contrast to bHB identification. However, sensitivity of this
method can be improved by optimized long-TE sequence. It
is supposed that performing TE in wider spectra in ms would
be more useful in the detection of ketones [22]. However,
further research concerning short-echo time should be
performed. The diversity and non-specificity of longitudinal
patterns of detected metabolites was noted in a study by
Artzi, but it concerned only a small sample size and the lack
of full compliance by some patients [18]. Slight changes in
cerebral metabolism may be non-specific in the MRS imaging
because they are not affected solely by the ketogenic diet.
Notwithstanding this fact, a significant increase / decrease
in the level of some metabolites during KD may be a good
indicator for disease monitoring or treatment assessment,
which underlines the applicability of MRS.
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